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wonderful words he is using, cups her chin in her
hands and watches his face, noting the incredibly
beautiful way his mouth moves and—probably even
admiring his moustache.
 *	Isn't that wonderful ? ' he says, putting down the
book.
 *	Yes, do take your hat off/
He begins to read again and she bends over and
takes off his hat, putting it gently under the table.
You catch a word here and there. He is reading
Stevenson's c Romance *.
*	I will make you brooches and toys for your delight
Of bird song at morning and star shine at night.
I will make a palace fit for you and me
Of green days in forests and blue days at sea. , . .'
c Ham ? 5 remarks the waiter.
*	Isn't it wonderful ? ' says the man.
The waiter thinks for a moment that the pink and
white portions of ham are being praised and appears
gratified, but, being used to lovers, he quickly smothers
his smile and goes away. Then those two abandon
themselves to the joy of eating together. He likes
watching her fingers drop sugar in his tea, passing
salt to him, and you sit there thinking what a shame
that life should ever be any different for them. If
we could always be as crazily happy the world
would not go round : it would explode.
They crack their eggs and catch themselves look-
ing up at one another with a kind of religious
enthusiasm. Then they smile, such a smile. . . .
You wonder if he will ever shout out at breakfast,
* Good heavens, Fm late again, why on earth can't
you . . .* and aim a hasty kiss at her, miss and
collide with her right ear and dash out into the world,
like a human volcano. » . .
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